
 

House Rules World Championship Tug of War  
 
During the W.C Tug of War, lots of things are possible but some absolutely NOT. 

1. It is absolutely forbidden to sell or use alcohol under 18. On offence fines will be issued to the 
offender .All visitors from 18 to 25 years of age who want to buy alcoholic drinks must obtain a 
wristband available at the coin sale .A proof of identity will be asked for .The wristband must 
be visibly worn around the wrist. 

2. It is forbidden to pass on alcoholic drinks to persons under 18 years old . 
3. It is a sports event: it is forbidden to smoke in various places ( a.o. in the tents ) On offence 

fines will be issued to the offender. 
4. It is forbidden to bring the following to the event grounds: (alcoholic) drinks, drugs, laughing 

gas, glassware, cans, plastic bottles, melee weapons/ punch weapons or objects resembling 
weapons or offensive objects. 

5. The wearing of clothing with discriminating and / or provocative texts and/or slogans is not 
allowed. The organization has the right not to allow persons onto the grounds in club outfits  
(e.g. motor or football ) without permission.  

6. Pets are not allowed in the grounds from 21.00 till 02.00. 
7. It is not allowed to take food and drinking cups from the event grounds. 
8. On the event grounds the Dutch Law applies for the use of and selling of drugs. 
9. Visitors must conform to the rules and directions of the organization and security. 
10. Visitors behaving offensively or causing hindrance in any way, or apparently drunk will be 

removed from the grounds and not admitted to the grounds again. The Police may be involved 
in this. 

11. Entering the event grounds and the event including various activities of Trust International Tug 
of War Holten is at the own risk of visitors. 

12. The organization is not responsible for any damage or injury to visitors and/or belongings. This 
also includes theft and loss. 

13. During the event, photo and film recordings will be made. Visitors give silent permission to the 
organization on arrival, to duplicate, make public and /or use of the recordings 

 
On use of the First Aid Unit services: 

a) Only 1 extra person is allowed in.  
b) No use of a mobile phone.  
c) No smoking allowed.  
d) No drinks allowed.  

 
On committing offence of these rules the organization or security staff may refuse admittance to the 
event grounds or may be removed.  

 


